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One of the dimensions of human-centric design is to minimize the effects of noise pollution 
by incorporating sound-absorbing materials and fixtures including acoustic lighting.

BOOK SERIES



BOOK comes in 2 styles. Book, with a regressed diffuser & Book II featuring a flush diffuser

BOOK

REGRESS

BOOK II

FLUSH

VERSIONS BOOK SERIES



Non-illuminated panels match the luminaires.

BOOK

REGRESS

BOOK II

FLUSH

VERSIONS BOOK SERIES



Acoustic lighting is effective for absorbing echoes in spaces where focus is essential.

BOOK



BOOK

BOOK’s diffused lens combined with regressed positioning boosts visual comfort by reducing glare.



Acoustic panels are effective for sound dampening in high traffic spaces, as well as spaces with reflective materials.

BOOK



SUSPENDED
USE CASE SCENARIOS BOOK

OPEN PLAN OFFICE SPACE
Diffused light diffuser option with 600 lms/ft direct

Room size:
Ceiling height:
Luminaire mounting height:
Reflectances:
Light loss factor:

⬤

50’ x 50’
10’
8’ 5”
80/50/20
1.0

Workplane 30” above finished floor (fc level)
Workplane uniformity max to min
UGR average
Watt sq/ft

57
1.2:1
<19
0.55

CONFERENCE ROOM
Diffused light Diffuser option with 600 lms/ft direct

Room size:
Ceiling height:
Luminaire mounting height:
Reflectances:
Light loss factor:

⬤

20’ x 12’
10’
8’ 5”
80/50/20
1.0

Workplane 30” above finished floor (fc level)
Watt sq/ft

42
0.32

LIBRARY
Diffused light diffuser option over reading area with 600l lms/ft direct and Diffused light diffuser

Room size:
Ceiling height:
Book Stack height:
Luminaire mounting height:
Reading area - for Stacks:
Reflectances:
Light loss factor:

⬤

40’ x 40’
12’
5’
9’
8’
80/50/20
1.0

Reading area Workplane 30” above finished floor (fc level)
Workplane uniformity max to min
Illuminance on book stacks
Watt sq/ft

43
1.3:1
20
0.47

with 400 lms/ft direct in book stack area



LIGHT DISTRIBUTION PATTERN BOOK SERIES

Injection molded diffuser provides precise optical control limiting glare from the luminaire

BOOK BOOK II

Diffused Lens Diffused Lens



Batwing: 

Wider light coverage with 120º 
beam. Effective for ambient 
illumination with fewer fixtures 
required. (BOOK II only).

Asymmetric:

Skews the light for specific 
functions such as brightening 
up a wall and adds to the 
ambient light. (BOOK II only).

Diffused: 

Diffused acrylic resin that minimizes 
visual defects. Exceptional light 
transmission while providing visual 
comfort. (BOOK and BOOK II).

Note: Book comes with Diffused lens only due to its regressed positioning.

OPTICS BOOK SERIES



With the batwing optic’s 120° beam, luminaires can be spaced further apart.

BOOK II



SUSPENDED

OPEN PLAN OFFICE SPACE
Batwing diffuser option with 800 lms/ft direct

Room size:
Ceiling height:
Luminaire mounting height:
Reflectances:
Light loss factor:

⬤

50’ x 50’
10’
8’ 5”
80/50/20
1.0

Workplane 30” above finished floor (fc level)
Workplane uniformity max to min
Watt sq/ft

53
1.1:1
0.45

CONFERENCE ROOM
Batwing Diffuser option with 800 lms/ft direct

Room size:
Ceiling height:
Luminaire mounting height:
Reflectances:
Light loss factor:

⬤

20’ x 12’
10’
8’ 5”
80/50/20
1.0

Workplane 30” above finished floor (fc level)
Watt sq/ft

43
0.39

LIBRARY
Batwing diffuser option over reading area with 800l lms/ft direct and Diffused light diffuser

Room size:
Ceiling height:
Book Stack height:
Luminaire mounting height:
Reflectances:
Light loss factor:

⬤

40’ x 40’
12’
5’
8’
80/50/20
1.0

Reading area Workplane 30” above finished floor (fc level)
Workplane uniformity max to min
Illuminance on book stacks
Watt sq/ft

46
1.2:1
23
0.45

with 400 lms/ft direct in book stack area

USE CASE SCENARIOS BOOK II



BOOK II offers two-in-one functionality, combining light performance with sound comfort.

BOOK II



● Direct 

● Lumen packages ranging from 200  to 1000 LPF

● CCT of 3000K, 3500K or 4000K

● CRI 90+

● Dimming options include:

     0-10V Dimming @ 1% and 0.1%

     Dali Dimming @ 1% and 0.1%

     PoE (Power Over Ethernet)

     DSI/switchDim

     All dimming is remote mount

● Suspension system options:

     Hard ceiling

     Grid ceiling

● Emergency system - Integral

● IoT sensors available for all major control brands

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS BOOK SERIES



Each section comes with 2 Suspension Points. 

AERIAL VIEW BOOK SERIES



Design a cleaner lighting plan with continuous runs, up to 50 feet on a single circuit.

BOOK SERIES



The longer lengths, 
8’ and 12’, will consist of 
2 connected acoustic panels 
with a full linear extrusion underneath. 

Available in continuous runs up to 50’ 
and 4 standard lengths:
4’, 6’, 8’ and 12’ lengths.

FIXTURE LENGTHS BOOK SERIES



Decrease sound reverberation with sound baffles that match the form factor of the Book luminaire.

BOOK SERIES



Non-illuminated panels are effective for controlling noise and maintaining open office design without the need for additional walls. 

BOOK SERIES



Apple Green

White

Light Gray

Black

Sesame Gray

Deep Sky Blue

ACOUSTIC PANEL COLORS BOOK SERIES



NRC Rating: 0.80.

Class A Fire Rating: ASTM E-84 material.

Material: 100% Polyester fiber (PET), minimum of 75% recycled material.

Thickness: 12mm (0.5”).

Density: 2300gsm (190KG/M3).

Features: Non-toxic, non-allergenic, non-irritant.

ACOUSTIC PANEL SPECIFICATIONS BOOK SERIES



CONVENIENCE

Ethernet can transmit both power and data which facilitates the integration of multiple devices including LED luminaires into the network infrastructure.  This allows 

lighting fixtures to be installed where main power is not available and take advantage of the pre-existing network. Centralized control and administration makes 

troubleshooting and power management easier.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

PoE presents cost savings in the time, equipment, and labour involved in installing electrical power. Troubleshooting luminaires does not require a qualified electrician and 

is managed by the network.  The convenience of network accessibility means that lighting can be installed where it is too difficult, thus costly, to install power lines.  

FLEXIBILITY

The scalability of network technology provides the flexibility of installing lighting anywhere in a building. Expanding the number of luminaires in a space is significantly  

easier, as well as repositioning should the architecture change during construction. The flexibility to reposition fixtures provides ease of adapting the lighting to changes in 

space layout.

SIMPLICITY

Installation of network connections is much simpler than electrical.  The absence of electrical wires means a more organized wiring closet, making troubleshooting of 

connections more efficient. Central administration of PoE makes power and energy management easier and more effective. 

Power over Ethernet (PoE) is a technical standard whereby electrical power is transmitted over a hard internet connection via ethernet cables 

instead of electrical wiring.   The technology allows intelligent buildings to fully integrate and centrally control building devices such as alarm 

systems, security cameras, telephones, printers, and LED lighting.  Beta-Calco offers a full line up of PoE enabled luminaires for your PoE 

infrastructure.

BENEFITS of PoE

POWER OVER ETHERNET (PoE) BOOK SERIES



Since 1941, we have held a passion for 
designing cutting-edge professional lighting 
that changes how spaces are illuminated 
while upholding the enduring principles of 
quality and craftsmanship. 

Our objective is to work in lockstep with our 
clients by developing innovative products that 
meet their variegated design needs and 
comply with the latest energy and 
construction standards. Furthermore, our 
manufacturing infrastructure allows us to 
scale products and satisfy niche design 
requirements.

We use leading-edge wellness technologies 
including BIOS, Tunable White, and Dim to 
Warm; and employ open-source connectivity 
to intelligent control systems, including Power 
over Ethernet.

Our customer-centric approach to service and 
product design is the basis of our reputation 
and how we have become a key lighting 
supplier across the globe.

betacalco.com

sales@betacalco.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/betacalco/mycompany/
https://www.instagram.com/betacalco/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc-5rfpT3OO2Jihww-Wxk2g
https://www.pinterest.ca/betacalcoinc/_created/
https://twitter.com/BetaCalco
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